We present a two-dimensional (2D)-ACAR positron annihilation study of an untanned YBa2Cu306 9 metallic sample in the a-axis projection; all existing data from untwinned samples have employed the c projection. The data show a clear presence of the Cu-0 chain related ridge Fermi surface extending along the I Z direction and two associated umklapp images at higher momenta. These results are consistent with the previously investigated c projection of the momentum density in YBa&Cu306 9 and do not appear to indicate a strong localization of these electron states along the c direction. %'e compare and contrast the structures in 2D-ACAR s in the a and c projections, delineating similarities and differences between the results for the two projections.
I. INTRODUCTION
The two-dimensional angular correlation of annihilation radiation (2D-ACAR) experiment The as-observed 2D-ACAR spectrum appears quite featureless, as expected. Following common practice, the structure in the data may be exposed by considering the anisotropic distribution
where M(p) denotes the as observed data, and S(p) is a smooth isotropic function. The resulting data A (p) will depend somewhat on the choice of S(p); the structures in A (p) are, however, to a large degree insensitive to S(p).
To characterize the present a-axis data, we recall the nature of the c-projected 2D-ACAR first; see Fig. 1 (right frame). The major features of the c projection are the "ridge" running along the crystal a direction (or equivalently the I X direction), four "mountains" that surround the ridge, located along I S, and less prominent "side ridges" parallel to the central ridge at a distance of about 13 mrad. The central ridge and the side ridges can be shown to possess Cz"(fourfold) symmetry and to arise mainly from the Cu-0 chains and the associated ridge Fermi surface (FS). The mountains, on the other hand, possess C4"(eightfold) symmetry and may contain contributions from both Cu-0 planes and the chains. ' Fig. 1 ), which upon performance of an a integration will tend to compensate the contribution of the peaks.
Further insight into the data is provided by Fig. 2, which shows sections along the I Y direction through the spectra of Fig. 1 . Some of the points brought out in connection with Fig. 1 We have examined various sections (not shown) through the a projection of Fig. 1 ' will be essential for understanding various characteristic spectral features (e.g. , relative intensities of the various images of the ridge FS in the a-and the c-axis projections, the detailed c-axis dispersion, etc. ), and for assessing the extent of validity of the band-theory-based framework in describing the a-projected data.
